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HIGHLIGHTS:

NEW Portable Coolers
Medical Project in Tanzania
Continued Efforts in 
 Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC)
Research and Development
(R&D) in Reno

In 2016, we shipped 780 medical
units to Interchurch Medical
Assistance or IMA World Health
to support this groups effort
towards vaccination in the DRC. 
This summer we are pleased that
we are continuing our work there
with more  units destined for
DRC. 

Thanks for joining us...

This is our first of many bi-annual newsletters to keep
you up to date on all of our most exciting projects.  This
summer we released our first two portable coolers, the
SD68 and SD90.  We sent over 1,000 medical fridges to
Tanzania, as part of an effort towards global
vaccination opportunities.  



Last summer, SunDanzer

decided to pick up speed on

research and development

by opening an office in Reno

focused on just that. 

 

With two new interns coming

from Purdue and CalPoly,

progress is flowing like the

Truckee river through Reno. 

 

R & D at New
Research Facility

If you need to reach us by mail,

please send to Tucson address

at:

 

420 E Aviation Drive

Tucson, AZ, 85714

We are excited to announce

our facility in El Paso has

consolidated with our main

office in Tucson, Arizona. 

 

Same great products, same

great service, new location. 

 

 

El Paso consolidates with Main Office
in Tucson
 

Last year, 200 of the first

generation chest style milk

coolers, pictured below, were

deployed to Kenya.

 

At 105L capacity, the milk cans

fit in and press against the

sides to cool more quickly.

With interested dealers in in

Mozambique and Uganada,

we're hoping to deploy

samples by the end of year.

Right now, research and

development is focused on

two new commercial milk

coolers. 

 

One is a lower cost fridge

designed to cool milk for

dairy farmers with 2 to 5

cows in East Africa.

 

The second commercial

cooler is  a first generation

450L upright fish cooler,

designed for fisherman in

Mozambique.  This fridge can

cool 20 kilograms of fish a

day.


